FIT FAITH
Soul Training for His GLORY!

Loving the Word: Developing a Bible Time Habit that is exciting and rich.

Time in the Word is critical to hearing from God.
Trains us to know His voice.
Shows the priority we place on knowing Him.
Presence of God!
Prayerful Goal for this workshop:
Delight in the Word as the Psalmist describes in Psalm 119

VISION!
Knowing God More
NOT
Knowing More!
John 5:39-40 “You search the Scriptures because you think they give you eternal life. But the Scriptures
point to me! Yet you refuse to come to me to receive this life.”

Jesus became the Word - we must too.
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● God continually calls and He meets you where you are at…
●
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You can’t outgive God.
His Word does not return void.
His Ways work.

I am persuaded...
Bible is TRUTH…

For everything that was written in the
past was written for our instruction, so
that through endurance and the
encouragement of the Scriptures, we
might have hope. Romans 15:4

...guide book for Life.
Jesus is the answer to all problems…
… the way, Truth & Life.
… the WORD come to life.

FIRST THE NATURAL...THEN THE SPIRITUAL
Like prayer, Bible Time is supernatural….but it takes place in the natural world.
●

Make it a priority because you love the author.
○

●
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I love your sanctuary, LORD, the place where your glorious presence dwells. Psalm 26:8

Make a plan for what format, how, when & where you will read.
Work the plan, adjust as you need knowing the plan is for YOU.
MOST IMPORTANTLY:

Humbly ask the Holy Spirit to
bring you the gift of understanding.

What format will fit you best?
How do you learn best: by listening or by reading?
Do you want a small size or large print? What about graphics?
Would you prefer reading the Scriptures:
●
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in the standard Genesis - Revelation way?
Hard-copy book or electronic? (Bible Gateway; E-Sword; Bible Hub)
In a Daily Bible that gives you a piece from the OT, Psalms, Proverbs & NT.
Chronologically?
Does a Study Bible (with history & notes) appeal...or perhaps an Application Bible (i.e. addictions
recovery, motherhood). Maybe a Devotional Bible with thoughts from your favorite teacher. Perhaps
a Journaling Bible with extra writing space for questions/notes? A Family Study Bible?

TRANSLATIONS
Best-selling book of all time?
The Bible was written over a span of 1600 years by men inspired by the Holy Spirit. The books in our modern Bibles (the
Canon) were chosen in the 4th century by church leaders based on historical acceptance and other factors. God has
protected and preserved His Word and promises that it does not return void. It has never been proven wrong. The greatest
Scientific advances came through men who searched to understand the world through the lens of Scripture.

The best Bible Translation to read? The one you WILL read.
Paraphrase or Translation - what’s the difference?
How do I know if it is a ‘good’ translation?
Don’t let the array of options cause you to fear error or misleading.
The Holy Spirit will lead you into Truth as you seek God with all your heart.

Reading and Studying

●
●
●

History is His-story. Reading reveals breadth and depth of God.
○ You’ll be amazed at how God works and who He uses!
Studying pursues in-depth understanding of a topic or person.
Study aids are very helpful; multiple translations beneficial.

The Holy Spirit is the necessary resource. John Piper gives insights here that will bless.
"A natural man does not accept the things of the Spirit of God." 1 Corinthians 2:13
God orchestrates our lives to draw us toward Him...people & circumstances are divinely ordered. Always be on look-out for
God in those things (more on that next week!). For Bible Study, there are numerous natural world helps:
Bible itself
Bible Studies
Commentaries

Maps & Timelines
Bible Handbooks and Dictionaries

History Books
Concordances

Bible as a Resource
The best in-hand help is learning to use your Bible fully. The Bible confirms itself!
Center-column Reference - This tool allows you to find other references to a verse topic. As you read,
check out the cross-references to read other things God has to say about the verse you just read.
Footnotes - Great resource to learn historically or culturally relevant material. Often footnotes expound on
deep Biblical themes that a verse relates to.
Dictionary - Many Bibles offer a small dictionary that offers enlightenment about usual customs or items.
Concordance - When you recall part of a verse, the concordance is a great place to look for the word and
locate the verse. It can be useful for finding a verse about a topic but it is not a fail-safe with that!

SPECIALTY BIBLES
Thompson Chain Reference - Extensive topical listing of ‘life issues’
Reese Chronological - Events presented in time order
Apologetics Bible - Insights about common faith challenges; designed to help readers formulate Biblical
responses and know historical facts
Children/Student Bibles - Age sensitive presentation and notes
Study Bibles - Extensive notes on Biblical passages, articles on theological concepts, in-text maps and
charts
Hebrew-Greek Study Bible - Key words underlined and definitions of original language word in back
Inter-linear Bibles - 2 or more translations in same book

OTHER RESOURCES (WARNING: opinions)
Bible Dictionaries - Offer insights into culture, history, geography, archaeology & more. Holman, Unger &
Baker are some popular ones.
Commentaries - in-depth explanation of passages. MacArthur, McGee, Spurgeon some I would trust.
Maps & Atlas - Being able to see where events took place, distances, surroundings, timelines is especially
beneficial for visual learners.
Strong’s Concordance - Links all words from the Bible to its original language word definition. AMAZING!
Handbooks - Condensed combination of a variety of resources. Halley’s, Eerdmans, Tyndale
Bible Studies - Navigators, LifeGuide,topical studies, popular preacher/teacher studies…
Get advice from other believers...those whose walk you desire to imitate.

Further Study...
Remember your church & local organizations.
Christian colleges and universities abound.
●
●
●

Denominational
Home-study options
Low-cost, non-traditional

Christian Leaders Institute

WHERE DO I START?
God always meets us where we are at…
Take Nike’s advice: JUST DO IT!
●
●
●
●
●

What time in the day can you dedicate to God?
Start small...5 minutes, 15 minutes…
Where can you have privacy for that time?
Choose the tools that you will enjoy using.
This is YOUR relationship with Jesus Christ. He has been praying for you
since before the world was created. JOIN HIM!

Stay in touch
I would love to have your feedback on this workshop. If you would like a copy of
this powerpoint, let me know in the survey and provide your email.
Please complete the survey at this link.

Like the Heartsong Ministry Facebook page to be encouraged and
receive notice of upcoming events.

